
Austen Music Transcripts in Flinders Academic Commons 
Explanatory notes and references 

 
The musical scores in this collection are transcriptions and/or arrangements of items from 
two collections of Austen family music books:  
 
1. Jane Austen’s House Museum Collection (currently on deposit at Hampshire Records 
Office, Winchester) 
 

These items have an identifier beginning with the letters JAHM, followed by the 
volume and item number as assigned in Jane Austen’s Music by Ian Gammie & Derek 
McCulloch (Corda Music Publications, 1996). 

 
2. Jenkyns Collection (currently on deposit at Chawton House Library) 
 

These items have an identifier beginning with the letters CHL, followed by the 
volume and item number as assigned in Handlist of Austen Family Music (Manuscript 
and Printed) in the Possession of Mr H.L. Jenkyns by Jon A Gillespie, unpublished, 
1987. 

 
Most transcripts were made during a research trip to England in September-October 2010. 
Transcripts were made only from manuscript sources, and only when print versions of a 
manuscript were not available elsewhere. When the music in the collections was a printed 
score, a copy was requested.  
 
Some transcripts were made previously from music sourced elsewhere and performed in 
earlier concerts. In these cases, the versions provided were checked against the versions in 
the Austen Music collections and any differences noted on the scores. Concert programs are 
also available as part of this Collection in the Flinders Academic Commons. 
 
A list of the music from the collections which I have in my possession (either photocopied, 
scanned or transcribed) is included with these notes, in two versions: one sorted by collection 
and catalogue number and one sorted by title. 
 
Copies of music may be requested by email at Gillian.dooley@flinders.edu.au 
 
Useful sources of this repertoire include: 
 

• The Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music at Johns Hopkins University 
http://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu/ 

• Austen Music Online created by Joyce Donley 
http://bama.ua.edu/~jdonley/austen/index.html 

• Sheet Music at Load.CD http://www.load.cd/ 
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